AbstrAct
b egging appeared more openly in all urban settings of European russia soon after the dismantlement of the soviet regime. the post-soviet transformations also encouraged a particularly vivid revival of russian Orthodoxy. Old churches reopened; new ones were erected. the surroundings of the Orthodox churches are nowadays typical places for begging. church almsgiving has become one of the most ordinary expressions of Orthodox compassion in post-soviet russia. It is also a node of intense questions and tensions. the role of the russian Orthodox church (rOc) as a provider of social relief raises issues such as the interplay between religion and nationalism, the unequal position of different religious institutions in contemporary russia, and diverging notions of charity, as caldwell (2010) demonstrates. by focusing on almsgiving, I propose to look at this charitable practice as an arena constantly animated by ethical issues. In the eyes of Orthodox priests, the everyday dealings with often uncivil and smelly beggars are a trivial and charmless part of church life. but they are also, as those priests claim, the source of a vibrant ethical dilemma to which they are compelled to respond creatively: how to express christian compassion and to refuse, at the same time, to support an unfit way of life? through the concept of ethics, I examine how pragmatic solutions are crafted on an everyday basis and how frail equilibriums are reached that do not rule out uncertainty, hesitation, or contingency.
this article is an exploration of the dynamics of the ethics of almsgiving. the priests themselves draw on several, sometimes contradictory, layers of the past that they emphasize and combine in individually and collectively meaningful ways: traditional notions of spontaneous uncontrolled almsgiving become colored by late 19th century ideas of modern target-oriented charity, and by 20th century soviet notions of work. the historicity of these ethics not only informs my interpretation, it also serves as a resource consciously and selectively mobilized by the priests themselves. this diachronic aspect is intertwined with a synchronic aspect: the immediacy of practice, concrete ethical decisions, and interactions reveal how complex the priests' attitudes toward practical responses are. While priests usually approve of giving monetary handouts to passive beggars such as silent elderly women, they try to sanction younger ones who seem to be able-bodied, even though the priests usually refrain from expelling the latter totally. they have crafted ethics of simultaneous sanction and compassion that make it possible, at the same time, to "punish" the able-bodied beggars for their "bad" ways of life and to respond to their demand in the spirit of traditional Orthodox charity. In doing so, not only do the priests realize themselves as ethical persons, but they assume a responsibility toward beggars and society, what I call the society-centered nature of ethics.
Ethics in the sphere of religion are approached here as a dynamic area of practice and interaction, distinct from "morality." Or, as Douglas rogers writes in his study of Old believer ethics in a russian provincial town, "the study of ethics should be distinguished from the study of morality and has interlocking social, cultural, and political dimensions" (2009:15) . Ethics, for him, are best defined as a "field of practice." What can be grasped through individual "moral narratives" (Zigon 2010 ) is important, but such narratives should be analyzed in relation to practice, interaction, and historicity.
Following Laidlaw (2002) and rogers (2009), I use "ethics" in order to throw light upon practical processes, while "morality" and "morals" designate more circumscribed sets of rules and codes (e.g., "soviet morals of work"). However, my approach differs from that proposed by Laidlaw inasmuch as my study of ethics is not exclusively an exploration of individual "ethical projects" whose ultimate goal is self-perfection (compare with Zigon 2008) . rather, I concentrate on how, while the Orthodox priests try to act with a concern for their self-realization as righteous persons, they are concerned also with the consequences that their decisions would have on others. the ethnography of the relational and interactive nature of almsgiving points out that the self is not the sole focus of ethics; these ethics are also society-centered.
there is a significant overlap between the above definition of "ethics" and the way in which some anthropologists of religion use "morality." Michael Lambek (2000) proposes a particularly suggestive approach to morality in the anthropology of religion. the concept of "reasoned moral practice" aims to "locate thought in the thick of immediate circumstances, in historicity, and in the constraints and opportunities of life " (2000: 318) , thus sidestepping the opposition of static moral rules and dynamic practical action. However, Lambek's "reasoned moral practice" leaves relatively open the question of its individual and collective aspects. In her study of Ukrainian evangelicals, catherine Wanner argues for a recognition of multiple moralities at individual and collective levels: so while morality indicates commitment to certain principles, it also embodies commitment to a group that helps uphold them through shared discourses and disciplining practices, which, in turn, reflect certain understandings of good and evil, of virtue and vice. by connecting moral understandings to faith-based communities, we see how particular articulations of morality intersect with those of other social groups to shape an individual's commitment to various collectives and how these commitments change in tandem with particular socio-historical contexts. (2007:11-12) this approach to the individual/collective nexus applies well to the Orthodox ethics of almsgiving.
but it would be incomplete if disconnected from the twofold role of historicity as historical background and consciously mobilized resource. studies of christian and other denominations since the fall of the soviet regime in 1991 document the selective but enduring social relevance of soviet, pre-soviet, and much older ideas, moral positions, and social configurations (e.g., Agadjanian and rousselet 2010; benovska-sabkova et al. 2010; Luehrmann 2005; Paxson 2005; rogers 2008 Wanner 2007; Zigon 2008, forthcoming) . As Wanner and steinberg (2008:17) write, "the soviet experience itself has nurtured understandings of good and evil, agency and destination, and authority and submission that are part of the cultural and social landscape today. religious life remains entwined with these and still older legacies-to be embraced, adapted, or challenged." rogers (2009) approaches these legacies as "an ethical repertoire" selectively mobilized in response to current demands. their importance becomes relevant especially when the social actors themselves index certain practices and thoughts to specific historical periods or figures. this is precisely what Orthodox priests do and the reason why I pay special attention to some historical periods that my informants cited as frames of moral reference.
I combine this approach to ethics and morality in religion with a particular theory of value. Orthodox priests have crafted a resolution of the dilemma of almsgiving whereby they reaffirm the moral value of almsgiving by substituting some sorts of handouts (money), for others (food) (what rogers [2009] calls "materials of ethics") and, thus, they believe they act responsibly vis-à-vis beggars and society at large. this is, I think, the most creative part of their ethical resolution and the one which is the most immediately rooted in society and action. When this happens, not only do they value different material objects in a variety of ways, but they realize value through the action, or rather interaction, of almsgiving. the priests' dilemma is indeed about how they act. this is where David Graeber's theory of value is particularly relevant. He asks: "What if one did try to create a theory of value starting from the assumption that what is ultimately being evaluated are not things, but actions?" (Graeber 2001:49) . For him, social value is realized in creative action, incorporated in some larger social totality, where "creative action…can never be separated from its concrete, material medium " (2001:54) . this dynamic approach to the value of things and actions provides me with an optimal frame to think of the creative and interactive nature of the process in the course of which priests craft the ethics of almsgiving. Drawing on this, I propose the notion of the ethical valuation of things and actions in almsgiving as a critical, creative process that mobilizes, in direct and indirect ways, all the above-mentioned aspects of ethics: adherence to moral codes, creative reasoning and practice, historicity, and self-centered and society-centered orientations.
recent studies of the religious revival of Orthodoxy in russia focus on different types of participants in religious life: active participants (Agadjanian and rousselet 2010 , Naletova 2010 , sergazina 2006 , tarabukina 2000 , occasionally involved people (Köllner forthcoming, Kormina 2010, Ładykowska forthcoming), or people who keep their distance from religion (caldwell 2010). I take yet another approach by looking at the interactions between clerics and church beggars, who are usually considered to be non-religious persons.
the following sections focus on the ethical dilemma that priests face between expressing compassion towards some beggars and sanctioning others. I examine how the clerics define the beggars' degrees of deservingness and how different groups of beggars occupy the space inside and around the churches. I describe how the tension between giving alms and refusing is marked by different layers of the past, and how priests view this tension selectively as being marked by history. Finally, I show how clerics solve this dilemma by simultaneously stressing the value of what the beggars can do with the things given to them as handouts and the spiritual value of the act of almsgiving itself.
The Dilemma
Although Orthodox parish charity is almost never a formal endeavor, and in this respect it differs widely from better organized christian charities in larger russian cities (caldwell 2004) , the idea of helping the needy is deeply rooted in contemporary russian Orthodoxy. church almsgiving is now the most ordinary and widespread form of compassion in the vicinity of churches. the city where I did fieldwork in 2006-2007 is located about 50 kilometers away from st. Petersburg. 1 the setting is typical of the postsoviet Orthodox resurgence: an urban area where religious practices were very limited under late socialism; where popular forms of Orthodoxy preserved under socialism (outside of clerical control) are now labeled as ignorance and "paganism," and are being actively replaced by official doctrinal russian Orthodoxy (for comparison, see sibireva 2009a, 2009b) .
there are three parishes in the town. the main church of the first parish is saint Peter, 2 with five priests and two deacons; it is centrally located at the head of the main pedestrian street, near the marketplace. the church of the Mother of God, representing the second parish, is situated a five to ten minute walk from the central one. It has three priests and one deacon. In these two churches, beggars are almost always present as soon as they open. the third one, saint John the baptist, belongs to the third local parish which covers a former village that was incorporated into the town in the 1980s. this is the smallest church in which I worked, far from the city center and with only one priest as well as only occasional passers-by who beg. I draw my data also from less systematic observations in neighboring localities, as well as st. Petersburg and Moscow.
the local parish communities are composed of a core group of clerics, church workers, the most committed parishioners, as well as less active and occasional churchgoers. the members, however, are not listed in any register and there is no official parish membership. the status of parishioners is conferred only orally and flexibly, by the clergy and by fellow parish members. the most active churchgoers are former and current factory workers, medical staff, teachers, and accountants; a few graduated from college and about one fourth are retired. Unlike the rural areas where elderly churchgoers are overrepresented (sibireva 2009a), the urban churches in which I worked attract mostly middle-aged and younger active members and occasional visitors, as well as an equal number of women and men. 3 Father Oleg is one of the most popular priests of the central church of the city, the church of saint Peter. A thin man in his 40s, of rural origin, he is known as a humble person and a good priest, as well as one of the most appreciated confessors. With his wife, he takes care of their three children-a large family by russian standards. Although his salary is modest, he refuses large donations offered to him personally by well-off churchgoers. His humbleness and piety inspire respect among the churchgoers. Father Oleg started practicing Orthodoxy during the soviet reform period known as Perestroika, in the second half of the 1980s. Like most churchgoers in the city, he did not learn about Orthodoxy from his parents who used to work in a state farm in the region of tver. He acknowledges his relation to Orthodoxy through the faith of his parents: "My parents were believers, but never went to church. they did not speak of this [Orthodoxy] ; there was no literature." 4 During the last years of the soviet regime while carrying out his studies in agronomy, he started reading about religion and going to church. After graduation, he studied at the Orthodox seminary in st. Petersburg and subsequently became a priest. Like most contemporary urban churchgoers, he finds that, atheism and anti-religious campaigns aside, the soviet system had a better moral basis than the post-soviet period, which he refers to as "demokratsiia." Despite the fact that "We are free to go to church now" and that "many young people go to church, no more only babushkas," Father Oleg argued that Perestroika brought the end of good morality: "Perestroika was destruction," he thinks, for both industry (promyshlennost') and morality (nravstvennost'). According to him, before, everyone had a job and the police used to arrest all panhandlers and other idlers hanging around.
One can easily disagree with Father Oleg's enthusiastic presentation of the soviet past. but Father Oleg's nostalgic image of the soviet moral atmosphere matters not as a true reconstruction; it is actually part of his deeply critical view of some aspects of life in russia today. rather than a romantic memory of the past, his evocation of Perestroika as destruction epitomizes the feeling of moral decline typically expressed by an overwhelming majority of russians during the 1990s. the presence of beggars prominently figures as evidence of this decline and, more importantly, as a compelling call for action. In a conversation that we had inside the church, Father Oleg started commenting on the beggars: I also face a dilemma. He begs. You have to give. but he is an idler, a sponger. there are disabled little old ladies. to them you can give. but the others, when we help them, we corrupt them…but we cannot push them out. the Lord will say to us: "Get out from the celestial Kingdom!"…He [the beggar] must pray for every kopek, not to use it for vodka. Morality is like this now, bad. Now there are these Uzbeks over here. 5 We get them used [to begging] and when they grow up, they will still sit here.
Father Oleg's dilemma is not one of a distant observer. How to act ethically vis-à-vis certain social characters is a pressing question for him, invoking the past, present, and future, as well as Orthodox and soviet morals. In the same vein, more or less religiously engaged people say that, "in fact, when you give [to a beggar] you corrupt him." thus, giving alms is seen as responsible for creating good and bad persons, for shaping selves. surprisingly however, Father Oleg never expels the beggars, rather he lets them collect handouts.
the rector of the same central church, saint Peter, is also a man in his late 40s but, contrary to the other local priests, many of his close relatives are Orthodox clergymen. Additionally, he occupies the highest hierarchical position also acting as the rector of the higher level above the parish (blagochinie). He is the only one among the priests to drive a new gleaming black jeep with elegant leather interior, a nearly paradigmatic antithesis to Father Oleg's tired soviet Zhiguli. He was once quite harsh with an unknown beggar who asked for help. the man was unkempt and drunk. the rector became irritable, almost aggressive with him, and then went inside his office in the church. After a minute, the rector sent a young deacon out with a small package of food for the man. Although the man hoped to receive some money, as he told me, he was happy with the food he got. Neither the beggar nor the church workers sought to establish a closer relationship. Able-bodied beggars are an everyday pragmatic problem that continuously raises the same dilemma: should they be blamed and expelled, or should they be offered support? the ways in which solutions are crafted show the priests' twofold preoccupation: about their own realization as moral persons who "have to give," as Father Oleg had it, and about the socially consequential effects of almsgiving. In fact, acting righteously is an unstable construct that varies in interaction with differentiated groups of beggars and according to the subjective views of different priests.
Characters and Spaces
In post-soviet russia, begging is often linked to extreme urban poverty, social marginalization (tikhonova 2003 (tikhonova , Yates 2004 , and homelessness (Höjdestrand 2005 (Höjdestrand , stephenson 1996 . Kudriavtseva (2001) insists that individual beggars in russian cities are not necessarily needy persons; some ingeniously represent socially legitimate characters like a retired woman, the church poor, a single mother, a sick old woman, or a holy fool (a typical figure of the russian Orthodox tradition). some researchers stress the coping strategies, the processes of stratification within groups of beggars with their internal rules and how they challenge the state order. 6 I will not, however, go on to ask if these displays are based on "real" poverty and suffering, for a calculated demand for compassion does not exclude real need.
to describe the beggars' behavior, I use two general categories: active and passive beggars. the passive beggars are mainly old women who sit or stand at the entrance to the yard of the saint Peter church or in the vicinity of the church of the Mother of God, and are usually mute and immobile, silently addressing a demand to the visitors. I have never heard clergymen criticizing this type of beggar; rather the clerics point them out as exemplary recipients of handouts. these "little old ladies" (starushki), as clerics and believers affectionately call them, never cause trouble. they are seen as good poor, whose old bodies, quiet resignation, and passive attitudes legitimize their presence and expectation to receive help. For Kudriavtseva (2001) , such women play the character of a retired woman (pensionerka): a woman deserving respect. their distance from the entrance and their silent presence are not the only factors determining the clergymen's sympathy. From discussions with priests it comes out that behind the acceptance of "little old ladies" lies the assumption that they have worked all their life and that the miserable pensions russia offers to retired people make it impossible for them to survive. they are part of those considered in russian society to be the deserving poor on the implicit grounds that their social identity fits the dominant categories of the soviet and post-soviet models of social welfare (Yates 2004:233) . Invalids, veterans, mothers of large families, or simply elderly persons, who worked when they were able-bodied but currently face poverty, are usually considered to be deserving.
conversely, when the clergy and members of the core community discuss and criticize the practice of begging, they have a particular target: the active, mostly young and middle-aged beggars who appear to them as potential workers whose deservingness is constantly in question. they can be called "active beggars" and are often the most eye-catching. they are neither completely expelled nor openly accepted; their right to continue begging is a matter of permanent reflection and day-to-day arrangements by the clergy. they are the ones who raise acute ethical dilemmas for local priests. they stand next to the entrance of the two main churches mentioned above, saint Peter and the Mother of God, or in the yard of the saint Peter church. they move, talk to the visitors, and try by all means to collect coins. Often adult men, homeless and obviously alcoholic, stand next to the door. there are also groups of children accompanied by one or two women of Gypsy origin, who are the most mobile. 7 these are people who remain loyal to the same church, at least for some time. there are individual beggars too, most often russian men, who go straight into the church and address a priest or a church worker for money. Only this kind of beggar comes to the third parish, the church of saint John the baptist. these individual passers-by are not begging regularly in one church; after having come once, they never come back to the same place. Only the active beggars arouse interest, even resentment; only they constitute, what the churchmen consider, a problem to be solved.
the local priests only allow begging outside the church. this unstated rule is often broken at the church of the Mother of God. A group of three young locals, one girl in her late teens and two younger boys, one 14 and the other 16 years old, usually stand close to the door. since this church has no yard, people come in directly from the street. In this configuration, the group stands close to the main entrance in order to attract the attention of visitors. this is also where two other people usually stand, a middle-aged woman and a man in his 40s who is often drunk. the latter two beg silently most of the time and remain immobile. the group of young ones is, on the contrary, far more active. they speak to the visitors, approach them for money and food, run back and forth in the vestibule 8 and sometimes inside the church, and joke and quarrel with one another.
the girl and boy of 14 are siblings. they live with their parents, but nevertheless resemble "street children" in urban russia-they lack parental control, use drugs, and live in poverty (stephenson 2001) . the girl is often drunk, her brother sniffs glue (the drug of the poor), and the other boy is frequently drunk as well. A former church worker had tried to convince the young panhandlers to go to the town's residential school but her attempts proved unsuccessful. 9 No one else tried to "normalize" them or to contact their parents; the status quo was tolerated. clerics and church workers consider these young persons incapable of change because "this is how they are, too used to live as they do." this small teenage group has already helped with some renovation work in the half-ruined buildings situated behind the church. For example, the boy of 16 helped clean up after a wedding in the saint Peter church and received 100 rubles. this is the kind of work that the two parishes use them for from time to time. but for the church insiders, this does not seem sufficient in order to say that they really work. 10
Ethics as Interaction
these young beggars are often discussed among clerics and members of the core community of the church of the Mother of God-about a dozen people who are the most active, cleaning up, working in the church shop, and singing in the choir. In most matters, this core community strictly follows the rector, a charismatic elderly priest born in soviet Ukraine but who has served all his life in this town. Like Father Oleg, he is known for his humbleness and self-restraint. this rector made a special decision concerning the small group of panhandlers. In March 2007, a placard appeared on the external door of the church: brothers and sisters! Do not give alms in the entrance! Only on the church porch! blessing of Father the rector A similar placard was posted on the internal door. there are several explanations about what gave rise to this prohibition: one of the boys stole money from the shop cash box; parishioners complained about the smell of alcohol and glue; the young group quarreled in the church during a funeral ceremony. the two boys and the girl confirmed the latter story in their own half-joking, half-guilty way. After the placards were posted, the new formal rule was disregarded sometimes, especially during important feasts, when numerous visitors came. the placards of the elderly rector formalized the space by attempting to keep the "bad" beggars at a certain distance while letting them be a part of church life.
Although the rector of the church of the Mother of God does not give alms and urges churchgoers to avoid doing so inside the church, his relationship with the beggars is not pure repressive control. the two siblings mentioned above had an elder brother who did not beg. One morning people found him frozen to death in the street. His siblings were deeply affected by the event, while the church workers assumed that he must have been drunk. Despite the accusatory comments, the priest performed a funeral (otpevanie) free of charge, demonstrating in this way that the parish was related to its panhandlers and to their families.
Despite their loyalty to the rector, the most engaged church workers and churchgoers also have individual opinions about almsgiving. the director of the choir of the church of the Mother of God is a man in his early 40s. He aspired to become a priest but could not because he married a divorced woman. He is one of the prominent characters of this parish, known for his generosity and kindness. Like others, when commenting on beggars, he told me: "We need them more than they need us. Giving to them is a path toward salvation, because God sends them to us." However, one should not interpret his words as revealing a kind of utilitarian compassion convertible into salvation, for, as he explained to me, the way to salvation cannot be reduced to accomplishing acts of almsgiving. While other churchgoers also insist on charity, they too stress criticism by underlining the beggars' laziness and sinful way of life. A woman in her 50s, who works as a ticket seller at the train station and sings in the church choir, provides a good example of how the two points of view are combined. she told me, like many other parishioners and external people did, that "begging is a business now," by which she meant it was a calculated demand for compassion. she added, however, that "for the sake of your salvation, if you have a spare ruble, you better give it." the rector of the smallest parish, saint John the baptist, is the most radical in managing the problem of the active beggars, and is known for being the most demanding and hard with his parishioners. A man in his early 40s, he is the only priest of the parish. He left his native soviet Ukraine at the end of the 1980s to study in what was then Leningrad. Unlike most of the other local priests, he says that he was already a believer in his childhood. since the church is located far away from the central area and is open only on the weekends and whenever there is a feast during the work-week, this priest does not face the problem of begging in his church on a daily basis. these limitations of access explain to a great degree why the beggars are more attracted by the two central churches. When I asked the priest why there were no beggars at the entrance of his church, he said: "I forbade it. they beg for vodka." He spoke of what happened when people, especially middle-aged men, knocked on the door of his house, just behind the church, asking for help: they approach me and they approach all the other priests. "Give me food," they say. I give them some. "Give me money to buy a ticket." but I know that they beg for vodka…You open the door and a man (muzhik) stands there, strong and healthy. I tell him "I will give you money if you work here. there is a lot of snow. remove it." He refuses.
this priest is critical of contemporary beggars and conceives of monetary alms only as a reward for beggars' commitment to work. He blames the beggars for their absence of faith; yet, he maintains an idealized view of the "good" beggars of the pre-soviet and soviet past. According to him, in his childhood, the poor and the disabled accepted everything; they prayed and said "in the name of christ" (Radi Khrista), whereas now they ask for money only to buy vodka. Pre-revolutionary and soviet church beggars were, to his mind, good and faithful. As evidence, he showed me a recently published book about Orthodoxy, in which an old photograph taken before the revolution showed two beggars: a man and a young boy. "this is a blind man and an orphan child, he explained. they begged together and supported each other." For him, pre-revolutionary and soviet pasts are different but equally pious, and in this respect they are in a clear opposition to the lack of spirituality in contemporary begging and almsgiving: "Now, there is one who throws out money and another one who takes it." In other conversations, he often deplored fading faith in general. He criticizes those newly rich who invite him to bless their new houses and who take this act as magical protection, and those people who wish to get married in his church without cultivating the Orthodox faith in their heart. For him, beggars are just one part of all those faithless russians who use priests to their own ends.
Another time, he stressed that "in the Acts of the Apostles, christ said that it is better to give than to beg." this is a slightly modified quotation of a sentence that one finds in the chapter "Property" in The Basis of the Social Concept, the most prominent recent theological document of the rOc adopted in 2000. However, the paragraph to which it belongs does not mention begging:
An owner of a considerable wealth does not sin if he uses it in accordance with the will of God to Whom everything belongs and with the law of love; for the joy and fullness of life lie not in acquirement and possession but in giving and sacrifice. st. Paul calls people "to remember the words of the Lord Jesus, how he said, 'It is more blessed to give than to receive' " (Acts 20:35) 
. (russian Orthodox church 2000)
What is meant here is that the rich should not accumulate wealth but should share it through "giving and sacrifice." In fact, the priest substituted "to beg" for the original "to receive" in the quotation from saint Paul, altering the meaning in a way that supported his critical view of begging. this substitution of the verb "to beg" was certainly not conscious and intended; rather this slipping testifies to the frequent subjective usages of authoritative references by parish priests in support of their opinions and decisions, typically voiced in the form of assertions starting with: "As the Holy Fathers said…"
Although the positions of the individual priests are multi-referential morally and historically-and thus they subjectively emphasize one or another code, period, or figure-theology, traditional practice, soviet morals, and post-soviet discourses appear as shared frames of moral reference. below, I review some recent and earlier theological views about begging and almsgiving, and historical moments that marked Orthodoxy's relationship to begging, and then I turn to soviet attitudes toward begging. In these cases, work appears as a structuring ethical category, differently involved in varying historical moral models of piety and deservingness.
Orthodox Almsgiving
russian Orthodox theology has for a long time emphasized two spheres of righteous christian life: charity and labor. Fedotov (1966) , a well known russian Orthodox theologian of the first half of the 20th century, analyzed a medieval collection of anonymous essays drawing on sermons of early christian theologians that served as a guide to the moral life of laity and married clergy. He finds that charity and labor were central. Moreover, redistribution of one's wealth to the needy and to the church was not simply encouraged, but alms were "normally prescribed as means of salvation" (1966:80) . However, Fedotov shows that despite the widespread representation of christ as a beggar, in the Middle Ages "beggarliness or pious idleness is not the ideal," but rather "labor, especially manual labor, is invested with a religious value and is even set on the same level as monastic renunciation " (1966:78) . In continuity with this tradition, contemporary russian Orthodox theology usually insists simultaneously on the importance of charity and labor. the recent influential document The Basis of the Social Concept (russian Orthodox church 2000) gives charity a prominent place in at least two chapters, "Labour and its fruits" and "Property." It emphasizes that the "Holy scriptures point to the two moral motives of labour: work to sustain oneself without being a burden for others and work to give to the needy" (russian Orthodox church 2000). the question that logically appears then is: how to judge those who fail to sustain themselves and who become "a burden for others"? The Basis does not provide an explicit solution to the obvious tension between the obligation to be charitable and the negative moral judgment bestowed upon those who openly rely on charity instead of labor. Official theology sets up a code but remains silent on this ethical question.
Indiscriminate almsgiving by clergy and laity was part of everyday urban and rural russian life for centuries. At important Orthodox feasts, services were held in churches, public celebrations and entertainment took place, and the poor, as well as vagrants and beggars were invited into people's homes for a meal and a handful of coins (bernshtam 2005:282-286) . spontaneous, indiscriminate almsgiving to beggars was considered a worthy act and was widely practiced. At least until the second half of the 19th century, poverty was not defined as a social problem. In particular, those who renounced wealth for the sake of piety were approved, in contrast to tramps who begged in order to make a living (Golosenko 1996a and 1996b) . 11 While holy fools occupy a special place in russian Orthodoxy as ascetic characters (Fedotov 1966:317-343) , they often arouse suspicion too. the mid-19th century ethnographer and historian Pryzhov (1996) denounces the duplicity of some holy fools who impudently hoarded wealth but exhibited poverty. Pryzhov locates the first repressive measures on begging in the 18th century as part of the modernization reforms under Peter the Great. the Emperor's efforts to replace chaotic almsgiving by organized, channeled charity were met with great resistance (1996:136). Pryzhov denounces almsgiving as being an "apparently pious" custom, but in fact "merciless and harmful" (1996:139). Many of Pryzhov's contemporaries shared these views (Golosenko 1996a (Golosenko , 1996b . by the end of the 19th century, such ideas took a more defined shape and started to inform a new worldview: poverty and unemployment became categories of thought. reforms were launched in order to respond to the increase of visible urban poverty aggravated by rapid migration from the countryside to industrial cities. Newly established work houses (doma trudoliubiia)-that first emerged in st. Petersburg-tried to implement the idea that the able-bodied poor must be integrated into productive life and given a roof (Lindenmeyr 1986 ). these initiatives were inspired by earlier Western European reforms. However, in reality, the various types of such homes for the poor had very limited success.
Despite the political strength of the reform ideas, including those which introduced the categories of deserving and undeserving poor, traditional almsgiving to all kinds of beggars, deeply rooted in Orthodox ethics, remained the most popular expression of the russian ethos of charity in late imperial russia (Lindenmeyr 1990) . One of the key characters of this new movement at the end of the 19th and the very beginning of the 20th century was Father Ioann of Kronstadt, a charismatic and influential Orthodox priest close to the tsar's family. He created one of the first "homes of industry" and wrote about the emergence of poverty relief in russia. Although he shared many of the reform ideas, he never renounced giving handouts to beggars (Lindenmeyr 1986 (Lindenmeyr , 1996 Kitsienko 2006) . 12 More generally, until the revolution of 1917, with the dramatic political and social changes it entailed, the powerful belief that "poverty is not a vice" remained untouched. this belief motivated traditional forms of almsgiving concurrent with the new ideas aiming at the transformation of the poor (Lindenmeyr 1996) . the town of Kronstadt, where Father Ioann served, is situated on an island in the Gulf of Finland, several kilometers outside of st. Petersburg. the pre-revolutionary priest was canonized by the Patriarchate of Moscow in 1990 as an all-russian saint and became one of the most popular saints in the region of st. Petersburg. At my field site, located in the same region, I have on several occasions heard people, who acquired some knowledge about pre-1917 Orthodox debates on poverty, stating that saint Ioann of Kronstadt would not give to such people-those active beggars who stand next to the church entrance nowadays-whom he called the "professional poor" (professional'nye nishchie). In fact, Father Ioann continued giving alms to all poor throughout his life. but these contemporary churchgoers prefer the work-oriented side of the charismatic priest's philosophy. the historian bronisław Geremek (1987) demonstrates that, in christian Western Europe, the treatment of the poor, vagrants, and beggars from the Middle Ages onwards has always been permeated by a tension between repression and assistance, an idea exemplified in the title "La Potence ou la Pitié" ("gallows or pity"). Although punishment for begging and almsgiving was imposed later in russia than in Western Europe, just like in the West, the strain between the two attitudes remained strong until the bolshevik revolution, and it even seems that "pity" prevailed thanks to the endurance of religious tradition. traditional Orthodox ethics of almsgiving resisted the attacks of Western-type ideas of transformation.
Soviet and Early Post-Soviet Morals of Work
soviet ideology went much further than any imperial reform. In the new pattern, there was no place for religious charity and pity; work was a pivotal category in soviet ideology. In this ideology, work became not only one moral category, but one of the supreme human virtues. "the possession of the virtue of work…was seen as the prerequisite for the rest of [the] positive human characteristics…the rest of the 'saintly character' of the soviet ideal person was built around work" (Vladimirova 2006:120) . 13 since the 1950s, the regime actively manipulated the category of work to repressive ends. the vocabulary of parasitism, strongly rooted in russian colloquial talk since World War II, became particularly emphasized and anchored in law during the Khrushchev period in the 1950s and early 1960s, when special legislation against "parasites" was adopted (Fitzpatrick 2006) . Following a well-established soviet tradition to punish vagrants, beggars, and prostitutes, this legislation extended the scope to all "anti-social parasitical elements," including youth hanging around foreigners, those unwilling to work, those dressed in a Western way, people making a living from the informal economy, religiously active people (especially sectarians), even begging and petty-trading pensioners, and in several cases housewives who did not have an official job outside of the house. In addition, practicing one of the institutionally recognized forms of work was essential for gaining access to the social security system (McAuley 1979) . the laws against parasitism condemned all those who strayed outside of what was defined as regular and socially-useful work as leftovers from capitalism who "impeded the soviet march to communism" (Fitzpatrick 2006) . this teleological bias of the soviet rhetoric disappeared with the crash of the regime. Nevertheless, much of the workings of the institutions of that time remained effective in institutional and popular definitions of worthy work (rogers 2008) , and in determining the categories of who deserves support (Yates 2004:240) . While some local people refer to saint Ioann of Kronstadt in order to legitimize the stigma they put on contemporary active beggars, many others use the far more widespread term of "parasites" (parazity). "Parasitism" continues to be the word for unworthy ways of earning money, motivated by laziness and immorality. Under the circumstances of early post-soviet capitalism, the soviet ideal of work as a central human virtue and its opposite, "parasitism," have informed social ethics. For example, in a post-soviet-fashioned vocabulary, some churchgoers and clerics say that begging "is a business nowadays" (eto biznes seichas). the choice of the word biznes is not incidental. the term became widely used in colloquial speech in the post-Perestroika period to refer to non-physical work, most often commerce. (Using it in the context of begging means to ignore that begging is a physically demanding activity.) In the socialist period, labor was considered superior to commerce, especially commerce beyond the control of the state, having been associated with easy gain and cheating. "Making profits from marketing was illegal in most circumstances" and private trading activities were considered immoral (Humphrey and Mandel 2002:1) . today, the term biznes still often bears such a semantic nuance. Moreover, biznes has a strong connotation of calculation and profit seeking. saying that "begging is a business now" means that beggars calculate and adjust their behavior in order to arouse compassion. While only sincere suffering and disability are considered deserving of compassion, the relatively young, able-bodied beggars automatically fall under suspicion of cheating. Although the clerics generally admit that the beggars really need money like everybody, they refuse to give to the able-bodied. this discrimination occurs while an entrepreneurial ethos of money-making within and outside of productive spheres has already gained legitimacy in russian society (Patico 2009 ).
be it the phrase "professional poor" attributed to saint Ioann of Kronstadt, the soviet vocabulary of parasitism, or contemporary popular talk of begging as a biznes, the suspicion of a dishonest attempt to earn money, of inappropriate ways to use it-for vodka-and, more importantly, the accusation of immorality, is profoundly integrated in the everyday philosophy of clergymen. Whether they invoke theology, soviet ideals, or post-soviet-styled criticism of biznes, a certain idea of deservingness stemming from notions of work underlies their views. Work, then, appears as a human virtue incommensurable with the economic value that it would generate (Lambek 2008) .
Crafting Ethical Responses: Accepting While Rejecting
Individual priests respond differently to the challenge that the very presence of beggars constitutes, but eventually they respond as a group with shared fundamental values. the idea of un-deservingness provides a common ground for the exclusion of active beggars. In reality, the clergymen support beggars and, as their politics of control upon the space inside and outside of the churches indicates, the priests want beggars to be part of church life. Unquestioned almsgiving may well belong to the pre-revolutionary and earlier past; however, the practice of almsgiving is still a vivid expression of charity. Instead of choosing between giving to the beggars and rejecting them, the priests reconcile the two. they create an object-centered choice between offering money or food, the kind of things that rogers (2009) calls "materials of ethics." but the question is not simply about the things; it is also about the actions, like almsgiving, and about what the beggars could potentially do with the handouts. therefore, the dilemma between giving and refusing becomes a dilemma between what kind of things should be given and what potential actions could be undertaken with them. Graeber's (2001) theory of value stresses precisely this connectedness between things and actions. Drawing on his approach, it appears that a specific valuation procedure for things and actions underpins the priests' everyday ethics of almsgiving.
Although the collected amounts are small, the local priests consider the money to be detrimental for the undeserving beggars. While giving coins to all beggars is a popular practice today, the clergy and many of the most engaged churchgoers of the three local churches condemn the act of giving monetary alms to the able-bodied. there are, thus, two categories of alms money: the good monetary alms for "little old ladies" and the corrupting money given to younger panhandlers. these different moneys (Zelizer 1997) are directly defined by the moral portrait of their receivers. the priests, however, encourage donating food. the question about the appropriate type of handout for able-bodied beggars has been answered in the same way by all local priests regardless of their age or social background. the priests never speak of uncertainty in biblical interpretation; they do not look for a solution in the scriptures, although some of them have a favorite quotation from the bible or a favorite saying with religious connotation. In private conversations and in sermons, they evoke the position of "the Holy Fathers of the church," like that of saint Ioann of Kronstadt, in order to justify the way they relate to begging. they prefer pragmatic solutions to meditative immersion in the scriptures. those of the churchgoers and church workers, who strictly follow the priests, express the institutional justification of their practices in their church vernacular: "the priest blessed (batiushka blagoslovil) giving them food, he didn't bless giving them money." there are parishes where the beggars are sometimes invited to share meals at the table of the church (trapeza). this was not practiced by the parishes I studied-though food was occasionally brought to them outside. by blessing the gift of food, the priests encourage the reproduction of the traditional Orthodox practice and, at the same time, they continue to distinguish between deserving and undeserving poor through the content of their handouts.
the ethical competition between responding to the demand of the active beggar and penalizing him for his "faults" is solved by moving the focus from the act of giving-the moral value embodied in almsgiving remaining untouched-to the nature of the gift and its potentialities for future actions. Graeber (2001) emphasizes that the value of the objects is, in fact, the value of the actions that one can accomplish with them, and that economic and ethical values are interrelated. Indeed, in church almsgiving, the economic value of money is always considered in connection to the ethical value of the monetary transaction: What kind of relationship does money mediate? to what kind of social character is it passed on? the ethical valuation of alms money occurs in the larger context of a society in which able-bodied beggars are most often stigmatized as idle, suspected of playing needy, and abusing people's compassion. the potential wider uses they could make of money fall under the same suspicion of abuses. conversely, food can only be immediately consumed and there is little probability that one can exchange it for something else. In this way, when giving food, not only are the clerics accomplishing their christian duty, but they also feel they are keeping the beggars' behavior under control. thanks to this object-centered choice, the dilemma between giving and refusing has been neutralized, and the act of giving is no longer questioned. In the process, the priests index their thoughts and actions to different frames of historical and moral reference, a procedure constitutive of the elaboration of almsgiving as a simultaneous sanction and compassion. through the ethical valuation that connects certain things to certain actions, they respond to the beggars and society. thus, they go well beyond a self-centered project in which "people's conduct is shaped by attempts to make of themselves a certain kind of person" (Laidlaw 2002:327) , placing the others as their center of concern as much as themselves. these religious ethics are intrinsically relational, addressing a specific group and society at large. n
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E N D N O T E S
1 For the sake of anonymity, I do not name the city. With 80,000 inhabitants, this is the center of a district (munitsipal'nyi raion) of 220,000 inhabitants, the city included. It is neither economically successful, nor stricken by exceptional crisis, at least in comparison with other urban centers of the st. Petersburg region.
2 All names are pseudonyms.
3 the soviet surveillance of church attendance made it easier for elderly women to go to church and more difficult for men and younger women who were priority members of the communist Party or of its branch for youth. In contrast to this situation, post-soviet russian Orthodoxy is clearly state-promoted. this connection between political power and Orthodoxy can at least partly explain why the churches became attractive places for men too. High attendance by middle-aged men and women is clearly a feature of contemporary urban russian Orthodoxy.
